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 WOODOO,  
AUGMENTED WOOD 
DECARBONIZED MATERIALS FOR A NEW 
INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION 

Propelled by the climate crisis, WOODOO's mission is to deploy new biotechnologies that 
meet the challenges humanity faces. WOODOO is decarbonizing materials industries with its 
platform technology that brings dead wood to life. 
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 INDUSTRY’ TREMENDOUS 
CARBON FOOTPRINT 

 
 

 UNE INDUSTRIE À L’EMPREINTE 
CARBONE DÉVASTATRICE 

 

 To decarbonize the world, we must decarbonize industry. The industrial sector is one of 
the main emitters of greenhouse gases globally, contributing approximately 1/4 of all 
emissions1. In France, it is the fourth largest, emitting 78 million tons of CO2 corresponding 
to 18% of emissions2. 

 
 The fashion industry is a key contributor, emitting 4 billion tons of CO2 each year, i.e. 26% 

of global greenhouse gas emissions3. 
 

 The building sector plays an even more critical role. It produces over 30 million tons of 
CO2

4 annually. Steel and cement production together account for about ⅕ of all GHG 
emissions5. 

 

MEETING THE CHALLENGES 
OF A LOW-CARBON WORLD 
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DWINDLING RESOURCES 
 

DES RESSOURCES QUI SE RARÉFIENT 
Fossil fuels, water, cotton – the textile sector is a voracious consumer of precious resources 
that are increasingly threatened. According to the Ellen MacArthur Foundation and the 
World Bank, respectively, 4% of the world's available drinking water is used for textile 
production and 17 to 20% of the world's water pollution is created by this industry. Leather 
production has a significant environmental impact – deforestation to make way for intensive 
cattle breeding, astronomical water consumption, river and soil pollution and the use of 
highly toxic chemicals to soften the hides, much of which finds its way into water, soil, and 
air. Leather production is also a significant contributor to methane emissions from ruminants. 
 
The construction sector’s demands on Earth’s resources are even greater. Concrete 
consumes 50 billion tons of sand every year6 and accounts for almost 1/10 of the world’s 
industrial water use7. And consumption is accelerating. Global demand for sand could 
skyrocket, increasing by 45% by 20608, driven by rapid urbanization requiring construction 
equivalent to 10 times that of New York City each year to accommodate city dwellers over 
the next 3 decades9. Steel, the second most used material in the construction industry after 
concrete, faces similar challenges. We consume the equivalent of 49 Eiffel Towers’ worth of 
steel every day10. As for iron, steel’s main component (98%), we’ve got just 54 years of global 
reserves left11. Importantly, the highest quality mines have been already mined out, meaning 
steel and other nonrenewable resources will become increasingly expensive. 

 A FORESTRY SECTOR IN FAILING HEALTH 
 

 UN SECTEUR FORESTIER SINISTRÉ 
Our forests are facing numerous threats. Deforestation is intricately linked to climate change. 
We cannot reach carbon neutrality or restrict global warming to 1.5oC above pre-industrial 
levels without ending deforestation. Logging is not the main cause of deforestation; 
agriculture is responsible for 4/5 or more12. Responsible management and use of our forest 
resources has a leading role to play in decarbonization. 

Further, the forestry sector is critical to our economic well-being. Forestry production 
employs 33 million people globally13 and 3,6 million in Europe14 but employment is steadily 
declining. Between 2005 and 2020, 50% of European sawmills went bankrupt15. The global 
timber industry has lost 6.5 million jobs over the decade, equivalent to the entire population 
of Finland16.  

One third of the tree species on our planet are threatened with extinction17. In Europe, 
repeated droughts have progressively degraded forest stands, and raised questions about 
the long-term survival of species including beech, birch, pine and aspen. 

Warming weather is intensifying harmful beetle outbreaks around the world, killing trees, and 
creating cascading effects such as intense wildfires, disrupted watersheds, destroyed 
habitats, and reduced carbon storage18. 
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  WOOD MEETS LOW-CARBON 
AND SUSTAINABILITY POLICIES 

A LUCRATIVE BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITY THAT’S GOOD 
FOR THE PLANET 

Industrialists are increasingly under pressure to end their energy dependence on fossil fuels 
and mitigate global warming. Climate policies include: the EU’s Fit for 55, “green taxonomy” 
and European Green Deal; the American Green New Deal and Inflation Reduction Act; 
France’s Anti-waste Law for a Circular Economy (AGEC); and Extended Producer 
Responsibility (EPR) policies in a growing list of countries around the world. 
 
Turning the challenge of meeting regulatory constraints into an opportunity to decarbonize 
production while enhancing the profitability of businesses will be a complex and complicated 
journey. Woodoo can help businesses meet these goals with its revolutionary materials as an 
alternative to conventional ones including leather, glass and steel. Woodoo is already 
partnering with companies in the automotive and fashion luxury markets and in construction, 
where the production of buildings with a low environmental impact is a key target. 
 
Regulation in the construction sector, which represents EUR 84,3 billion in sales in Europe 
alone19, is intensifying – and it is a tremendous opportunity for wood as a biomaterial for 
sustainable buildings. For example, in the American Jobs Plan (2021), Biden’s administration 
outlined a USD 240 billion plan over eight years for building and renovating federal buildings 
and producing, preserving and retrofitting affordable and sustainable housing20. The new EU 
forest strategy (2021) will provide EUR 72,2 billion over 7 years for the creation and 
renovation of buildings21. When, In France, the RE2020 (2022) major new building code 
favours structural wood. And a measure requiring all public buildings be built with more than 
50% wood is entered into force in France in 202322. 
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    TRIPLE BOTTOM LINE: PEOPLE, PLANET, 
PROFIT  

What if it were possible to reconcile environmental and regulatory issues with financial 
performance? Sustainable development can and must be effective and profitable. Reducing 
costs, increasing revenues, improving brand image, satisfying stakeholders – environmental 
responsibility is a real lever for creating value. 
 
The highly cited study by Gunnar Friede, Timo Busch and Alexander Bassen conducted on a 
sample of 2000 companies, published in December 2015 in the Journal of Sustainable 
Finance and Investment, concluded that the integration of corporate social responsibility 
factors has a positive impact on financial performance in over 90% of cases.23   
 
Chris Sacca’s investment firm Lowercarbon Capital manages USD 2 billion in capital 
destined to support “kickass companies that make real money slashing CO2 emissions, 
sucking carbon out of the sky, and buying us time” to save the planet. His firm leads 
Woodoo's seed round, and Sacca is certain that "we will have several trillion-dollar impact 
companies emerging from our portfolio."24 
 
Woodoo strongly believes that a commitment to a low-carbon world and the protection of 
biodiversity is a business opportunity with tremendous potential – and the company is not 
alone in that belief. 

  COULD WOOD BE THE SOLUTION? 

 The plant kingdom is a source of unexpected inspiration and utility. The tree is a natural 
technological tool, a CO2 absorber that has been doing its job for approximately 420 million years. 
As an abundant, 100% renewable and carbon-negative material, could wood be one of the most 
efficient materials that nature has ever invented? 
 

 As the most regenerative organism on Earth, wood is a compelling carbon trap. Indeed, the 
increase in the use of engineered wood allows to considerably increase the storage of greenhouse 
gases: 1 m3 of wood = 1 ton of CO2 sequestration. 
 

 Wood is a renewable resource and contrary to popular belief, our European forests are gaining 
ground every year, meaning carbon storage potential is increasing. The area of France covered by 
forest has doubled since 190025 and the country has not had this much wood since the Middle 
Ages. European forests are growing by 30% each year27 (233 m3/year). 
 

 Most wood species are so weak and porous that they have virtually no market. Yet they grow the 
fastest and store the most CO2, making them an excellent sustainable and commercial 
opportunity. 
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 WHY WOODOO ? 
 

 POURQUOI WOODOO ? 

WOODOO,  
BACK TO THE FUTURE 
 

Nature is a source of endless inspiration for our visions of the future. Could an innovative bio-
based technology reinvent our living spaces while creating a more balanced relationship with 
nature? What if Woodoo had invented the solution to this necessary revolution? 
 
 
 
Each period of history has been marked by a specific material. The 19th century was the iron 
age. The Eiffel Tower is an emblematic example. The 20th century was the age of concrete. 
As a witness, the explosion of suburban developments.  
It is time to change the paradigm. 
 

"Could wood, one of the oldest building materials known to mankind, be the future of 
construction?” 
 
“This is the question that haunted me and led my return to school. But not just any school: 
to answer this question, I had to surround myself with the best ones. My quest took me to 
the United States, destination Harvard University and its department of molecular biology 
and the Media Lab of MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology). There, finding myself 
at the magical intersection of biology, nanotechnology and chemistry, I reconstructed 
wood on a molecular scale to make it the most carbon-efficient material of the 21st 
century. Woodoo and its augmented wood concept were born." 
 
Timothée Boitouzet, CEO of Woodoo 
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 WHAT IS ITS OBJECTIVE ? 

 

 QUEL EST SON OBJECTIF ? 
 Woodoo is on a mission to decarbonize industry through its augmented wood 

renewable materials range.  
 

 The company wants to revolutionize the way we think about construction by offering a 
cutting-edge augmented wood alternative to traditional energy-intensive, CO2-
emitting materials. 

 

 HOW ? 
 

 COMMENT ? 
Woodoo proposes a complementary and more ecological alternative to the conventional 
materials we have been using for centuries with its pioneering high-tech biomaterials that 
can address the most pressing challenges of our time.  
 
Welcome to the era of augmented wood. 

 “IMPACT TECH“: FROM NATURE, FOR 
THE FUTURE OF OUR PLANET 

 

 L’ « IMPACT TECH » PAR ESSENCE 
At the intersection of non-renewable resource savings, carbon reduction and biotechnology 
solutions, Woodoo is leading the way to a sustainable and desirable future. 
Its portfolio of disruptive eco-materials is the embodiment of "Impact tech". 
 
1. Woodoo’s state-of-the-art process, backed by a decade of research and several 

patents, transforms natural wood into supernatural technological materials.  How? 
Woodoo selectively extracts lignin and replaces it with our patented biobased 
components that give the augmented wood unprecedented functional and aesthetic 
properties. 

 
2. A deep respect for the forest. Woodoo transforms, first and foremost, wasted wood, 

easily available and sadly discarded. 
 
3. A valorization of the "made in France" and short cycles of production, transformation, 

and distribution. The company plans to use local and certified wood. 
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The wood transformation process developed by Woodoo overcomes the inherent constraints 
of this material to make it a high-performance material. Thanks to the magic of chemistry, it 
becomes rot-proof, more resistant to fire and more rigid than the original wood. 
 
Woodoo is committed to enhancing the value of France's undervalued forest heritage and 
developing diversified forestry according to the Ministry of Agriculture’s Forest Innovation 
2025 plan which aims to revitalize the forestry-wood industry through innovation. 
 
By targeting weak woods such as poplar and aspen, Woodoo gives new life to low-value 
species while tapping into an abundant and renewable resource that does not jeopardize the 
already over-subscribed noble species. 
 
As a result, neglected and damaged wood is transformed into biomaterials with enhanced 
technical properties, unexpected aesthetic qualities and unique sensing capabilities. All this 
is possible at costs competitive with those of the conventional materials they can replace. As 
if reinitialized, this wood with transmuted abilities opens an unlimited field of possibilities. 
 

  A RESET WOOD WITH 
ENHANCED PROPERTIES 

 Woodoo designs the sustainable materials of today and pushes the boundaries further 
to shape the truly innovative materials of tomorrow. 

 
 

 The company offers a technology platform that combines the best 
cost/impact/performance combination. In this way, it supports industry players in their 
eco-responsibility and low-carbon production approach, without calling into question 
their quest for incomparable design, combining innovation, ergonomics, inspiration and 
aesthetics, while being economically viable. 

 
 

 Although originally focused on high value-added niche markets, such as the luxury 
sector, particularly fashion luxury and the premium automotive sector, Woodoo’s 
growing business, production capacity and portfolio of products is now intent on 
supporting mass markets and the construction sector for the greatest impact. 

 

 " SEEDS FOR THE FUTURE " 
 

 SLIM, LE BOIS AUGMENTÉ 
TRANSLUCIDE QUI 
S’ILLUMINE AU 
TOUCHER« SEEDS FOR THE 
FUTURE » 
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SLIM, AUGMENTED WOOD 
TOUCH SENSITIVE AND 
TRANSLUCENT  
 

 

SLIM will revolutionize touch-sensitive and gesture-responsive 
cars displays. 
 
With SLIM, interior elements are no longer decorative and/or 
functional, they become objects of art, sensory interfaces 
offering an unparalleled user experience. 
SLIM is the essence of "Shy Tech", immersive but not invasive. 
SLIM’s translucence is exploited via integrated optics and 
digital electronics to create an intelligent interface like no other. 
The display blends seamlessly into the surrounding surfaces 
when inactive, imparting the warmth and elegance of natural 
wood to any interior. Touch activation magically illuminates the 
high-tech futuristic display integrated in the translucent wood. 
All this is yours while supporting your corporate social 
responsibility and regulatory requirements – as a bio-based 
renewable and recyclable material with a carbon footprint 7x 
smaller than glass, SLIM supports industry’s carbon neutrality 
goals. 
 
SLIM is already gaining significant traction in the mobility 
sector, helping to reduce its carbon footprint and shape a more 
sustainable future, and the potential applications across 
industrial sectors are virtually limitless. 
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FLOW is a disruptive flexible wood alternative to leather 
and exotic hides for goods that combine the elegance of 
wood with the suppleness of leather. 
 
It addresses growing consumer interest in leather 
alternatives, corporate social responsibility, and 
increasingly stringent regulation as a vegan, 96% biobased 
and 92% recyclable material whose production requires 
77% less water than leather and leaves an impressive 30x 
smaller carbon footprint. 
 
Attracted by this biomaterial that combines flexibility and 
eco-responsibility, major luxury brands are already 
collaborating with Woodoo in the greatest confidentiality. 
 

FLOW, AUGMENTED 
WOOD YOU CAN WEAR 
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A growing population and increasing urbanization require 
us to rethink the city of tomorrow and design space 
differently. What can we do? Building the city more 
densely. This is what SOLID allows. Indeed, SOLID aims to 
transform our environmental approach to construction. 
This truly reinforced wood promises to shake up the codes 
of construction. Its very high mechanical strength, 23 
times greater than concrete, will enable the construction 
of high-rise buildings made of advanced engineered 
wood. SOLID is a technical feat that makes it possible to 
build higher. Faster. Denser. Low carbon. And cheaper!  
 
SOLID is the natural alternative to conventional 
construction materials, storing rather than emitting CO2. 
For every 1.000 kg of CO2 that a given volume of wood 
stores, the production of an equivalent volume of concrete 
emits almost 900 kg of CO2 and of steel 10x that much. 

SOLID, AUGMENTED WOOD, 
STRONGER THAN STEEL 
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Transport with a disastrous carbon footprint, increased desire for product traceability, need for 
national industry renewal, disaster-stricken wood sector... decarbonizing and promoting 
industry also means choosing local products. 
 
In contrast to the excessive relocation of companies, Woodoo is anchored in France, in the 
Grand Est region, which is indissociable from its first-rate forestry and woodlands. Woodoo’s 
locally sourced wood from sustainable regenerative forests supports the local forestry sector, 
contributing to economic growth and regional employment while promoting and encouraging 
environmental and social change that realigns industry and technology with biodiversity. 
Global ambition and local presence can be a winning strategy.  
Woodoo, a paragon of green technology, has made "green reindustrialization" its driving force. 

WOODOO LEADING AN 
INDUSTRIAL RENAISSANCE  
 

"We believe in a circular production model that uses local and renewable resources, like 
wood, to create innovative and sustainable materials. Our new factory is part of this vision, 
collecting from nearby forests in a responsible manner and reducing our carbon footprint 
through cutting-edge technologies. We are proud to contribute to the green and 
decarbonized reindustrialization in France, while offering high quality and environmentally 
friendly solutions." 
 
Timothée Boitouzet, CEO of Woodoo 
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WOODOO, RIGHT-OUT  
OF THE STARTING BLOCK 

To The start-up is growing rapidly and has reached 3 major milestones this year: 
 

 Contracts with major luxury brands in the fashion and automotive industries.  
 

 A second industrial site with a production capacity of 14,000m2, to meet the growing 
demand of the automotive industry. 

 
 A commercial and technical strategic partnership in the building sector, their core 

mission. Woodoo joins forces with Garnica, a European leader in industrialized wood 
construction, to integrate its technologies into their product portfolio. 

"As a leading manufacturer of high-quality wood, we are convinced that the future of 
construction will involve bio-technological breakthroughs. This is why Garnica is pleased to 
announce the signature of a strategic partnership with Woodoo to develop a range of 
wood materials modified at the molecular level. This collaboration will enable us to offer 
high-performance, innovative, economical and local construction solutions while 
concretely engaging the low-carbon shift, with the common objective of increasing our 
market share in the US and strengthening our positioning in Europe." 
 
Juan Albiñana, CIO of Garnica 
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    WOODOO, ASSISTED BY THE GREATEST. 
A STRONG SUPPORT,  

 A SIGN OF CONFIDENCE 

We are fortunate to be the most awarded Deeptech startup in Europe, proudly supported by 
the European Commission, Bpifrance and the French Agency for Ecological Transition 
(ADEME), among others. 
 
Woodoo’s wood, highly prestigious tech awards and official recognition of its guaranteed 
profitability have attracted the interest of some of the world’s leading investors and wildly 
successful tech start-ups.  
 
At the beginning of 2023, Woodoo secured an unprecedented $31 million oversubscribed 
seed round in a mix of equity and non-dilutive money. The funding round was led by 
American venture capital firm Lowercarbon Capital, which was founded by Chris Sacca and 
is one of the world's leading climate funds, and which has USD 2 billion in assets under 
management.  
Purple, One Creation (a Swiss-based investment firm), 3 unicorn founders, and super angels 
also participated in the round. 
 

Tackling the biggest challenges of our century to build the world of tomorrow – this is 
Woodoo’s ambitious goal. 
 
Already boasting more than 40 passionate and committed talents from around the globe, the 
company is currently recruiting. Its target? To attract some 40 more bold and daring 
visionaries ready to join the newest industrial revolution, and address the challenge of 
"Impact tech", and work with us to find new technologies that address our greatest 
environmental problems. 
 
Woodoo’s momentum is building, and its revolutionary biotechnology holds infinite potential. 
The opportunities for growth are many, the creative prospects without bound – and we 
intend to make expeditious use of both, launching Woodoo onto the global scene and 
achieving rapid and effective global impact. 

 

  WOODOO, RAPIDLY DRIVING 
PROFITABLE SUSTAINABILITY 
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